
 
 
Paris Smith working with new teenage cancer fund 
to sponsor local musical society 
 
 
Southampton, November 2021. Paris Smith LLP solicitors is collaborating with a 
new Southampton-based childhood cancer research fund to sponsor SOS Presents 
with their upcoming production of Legally Blonde – The Musical (MAST Mayflower 
Studios, 19-22 January 2022). 
 
The new fund has been set up in memory of Ben Pavitt, a talented young 
performer and member of SOS Presents who died in October 2021 from non-
Hodgkin lymphoma. Over the course of Ben’s extended treatment his family 
discovered that research into childhood cancers is chronically underfunded. It was 
Ben’s dying wish that his story would be used to raise awareness of this funding 
crisis and money to support it. The new Ben Pavitt Legacy of Love Fund (with 
CCLG, the Children’s Cancer & Leukaemia Group) will be doing just that. 
 
Ben’s parents, Mike and Suzie Pavitt, are longstanding members of SOS Presents 
and would have been taking part in Legally Blonde themselves under normal 
circumstances. Mike is also a Partner in Paris Smith LLP, a company with a long 
history of supporting local cultural organisations and ambitions. It therefore 
seemed right and fitting that Paris Smith would collaborate with the Ben Pavitt 
Fund to sponsor Legally Blonde while promoting the new fundraising vehicle. 
 
Mike says, “It makes us very happy to be using this particular show as the 
launchpad for Ben’s Fund. Ben was a keen drama student and fan of Legally 
Blonde – particularly the iconic song ‘Gay or European’, which he found hilarious. 
He also understood how much community theatre needs external sponsorship if it 
is to survive, especially after the pandemic.” 
 
Peter Taylor, Managing Partner at Paris Smith, said: “Ben was undoubtedly a very 
inspirational young man in the community both for his peers and many others. We 
are delighted to have the opportunity to honour his courage in some small way by 
sponsoring Legally Blonde. In so doing, we can play a part in helping to amplify his 
story and his parents’ commitment to create a legacy in his memory.” 
 



Paul Dawson-Plincke, SOS Chair, added: “We knew Ben very well from his 
performances with us and our junior society and it was a pleasure to see his 
natural talent developing over the years. Everyone at SOS was deeply affected by 
his death, and we are proud to be working with Paris Smith to promote Ben’s 
Fund and honour this teenager whose thoughts turned to helping others in his 
final days.” 
 
 
Notes for editors: 
 
1. SOS Presents is a trading style of Southampton’s oldest surviving amateur 

musical theatre group, Southampton Operatic Society, which was established 
in 1924.  
 

2. A retiring collection for Ben Pavitt’s Legacy of Love Fund will be made after 
each performance of Legally Blonde. 
 

3. Paris Smith solicitors can trace their history back to 1818 and they have a long 
pedigree supporting both charities and the arts in Hampshire. The firm’s 
nominated charity for 2021 is the Piam Brown children’s cancer ward at 
Southampton General Hospital, where Ben received the majority of his medical 
care. Paris Smith is also a Premier Partner in Southampton’s bid to become UK 
City of Culture in 2025 and has long-standing sponsorship arrangements with 
theatres including the Mayflower Theatre and the Theatre Royal Winchester. 
They have previously sponsored SOS productions including Beauty and The 
Beast at NST Campus (the old Nuffield Theatre) in 2013.  
 

4. Further details on Ben Pavitt’s Legacy of Love Fund with CCLG can be found 
here: https://specialnamedfunds.cclg.org.uk/ben-pavitts-legacy-of-love-fund and in this 
12.11.2021 leader article in the Southern Daily Echo: 
https://www.dailyecho.co.uk/news/19711110.amp / 
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